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“I know that I am most certainly not the Limbaugh 

that you tuned in to listen to today.” 
Kathryn Limbaugh, opening his show on February 17 

“With a following of 15 million and a divisive style of mockery, grievance and 

denigrating language, he was a force in reshaping American conservatism” 
The New York Times 

“He worked so hard to get through the election, and he made it.” 
Donald Trump, breaking his post-presidency silence to phone-into Fox News Channel 

 

Rush Limbaugh led the Talk Radio Revolution that repurposed AM radio when music moved to FM.  

But he was a mixed blessing.  

• Rush himself scared away millions in revenue when national brands boycotted Talk Radio entirely, after he insulted Sandra Fluke.  

• Comments about a black quarterback that cost him his Monday Night Football job were among statements many regarded as 
racist.  “Barack the magic negro?” Others were offended by his imitation of Michael J. Fox’s Parkinson’s tremble.  

Donald Trump’s presidency revived Limbaugh’s act, by then mature. Though he remained big in small radio markets, his ratings had 
faded in many big cities. 

“How Right-Wing Radio Stoked Anger Before the Capitol Siege” 
New York Times column: “Shows hosted by Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity and other talk radio 

stars promoted debunked claims of a stolen election and urged listeners to ‘fight back.’” 

Post-January 6 finger-pointing is frightening everybody but the My Pillow guy.  

• Big Tech – already sweating government regulation – is banishing troublemakers. 

• Fox News – under fire from Trump supporters for reporting election results – is among Conservative platforms choosing their 
words more carefully as lawsuits by voting systems companies seek billions in damages. 

• Cumulus threatened swift termination for hosts parroting “Stop the Steal;” and radio advertisers – even local retailers – are 
catching heat in the Cancel Culture. 

“Where do we go from here?” anxious Limbaugh affiliates have been asking me for months. When I reply “local,” they often gag. The 

budget just isn’t there, and if it is, where’s the talent after automation and syndication depleted the farm team? And if we CAN fund – 
and find – the HR, is this political shouting match still a business?  My thoughts on page 3.  

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/10/business/media/conservative-talk-radio-capitol-riots.html
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5 IDEAS IN 4 MINUTES 
1. Cliché Alert: “unmitigated gall” 
 

2. Commercial Copy Cliché Alert: “the best ____________ in town” 
For two reasons: 

• Says who? It’s a boastful claim. And product-centric. Instead, somehow say “YOU” and/or “YOUR.” 

• “In town” was pre-pandemic. Now, we’re #StayHome. So script to enable advertisers’ E-commerce or take-out or 
other new-normal mode. 

 

3. “Contactless” 
I can smell a focus group a mile away, and I’m seeing this word everywhere, including just now at the Dunkin’ drive-

thru. As I reported during CES, research tells us people are wary of ATMs, touching cash, even signing charge slips. 

The WORD “contactless” still strikes me as awkward, but the CONCEPT is a benefit statement we should project in 
commercial copy we craft for nimble local retailers. 

 

4. “…you and your family.” 
I can smell a focus group a mile away, and I note how – when Norah O’Donnell teases top stories at the beginning of 

The CBS Evening News – she relates their importance to “…you and your family.” 
 

5. Podcasters: Speech pattern to avoid?  One that really annoys the listener? 
It’s when you keep pausing?   

Mid-sentence?   

As though you’re asking a question? 

You sound tentative.  An effective communicator sounds more confident. 

From my E-book. Download your copy at HollandCooke.com: 
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Talk Radio, “Post-January 6” 
Michael Bloomberg left abruptly, indignant. In 1990, he and my boss and I met in a small conference room in his New York radio 
station, to discuss integrating his content assets in a media venture we were plotting. Three techie-nerd partners and I – d/b/a 
FliteCom Systems, Inc. – were scheming to deliver live audio, via satellite, to airline passengers, a first.  
 
Seems quaint now, with Wi-Fi up there. But back then, after the Berlin Wall fell, we were a “Peace Dividend,” as the antenna we 
developed repurposed technology that was in the nose of the Patriot Missile. No lie. We merged into then-prosperous Gannett 
and our USA Today Sky Radio was installed on 453 Delta, Northwest, and United Airlines 737s, 757s, 767s, and A320s. 
 
But Mike would have none of it, because the price of admission to those aircraft was the airlines’ insistence that we embargo 
news coverage of airline crashes. Their rationale: What can passengers DO with this information other than freak-out?  
 

Think how often we’ve spoken of how life changed “post-911.”  
The most immediate – and encouraging – way life changed was the unity we felt, as Americans, if only for a while. 
 
Defining moments like these are generational. On November 22, 1963, our junior high school principal didn’t make an 
announcement on the PA system. Only later that afternoon, on the school bus, did I learn that President Kennedy had been 
shot. The school bus was Social Media. And we’ll always remember where we were on 9/11 (pulling into the parking lot at client 
WINA/Charlottesville). Many of our men and women now in uniform weren’t yet born on 9/11; but we all now share 01/06. 
 
Flying as much as consultants do, I immediately called home on 9/11 to tell my parents I was not aboard those fateful flights. 
And I asked my Mom, who was age twenty on Pearl Harbor Day: “How does today compare?” And without hesitation, she said 
“This is much worse. On Pearl Harbor Day, we knew who attacked us.” And we knew who attacked us on January 6. And they 
didn’t even have to penetrate the border. 
 

We didn’t get here overnight. 
Sarah Palin’s map put crosshairs over Gabriele Giffords’ congressional district. Candidate Trump boasted that he could “shoot 
someone in the middle of Fifth Avenue;” and he told rally attendees roughing-up a protester “I’ll pay for your lawyer!”  
 
Though space here doesn’t permit a catalogue of all the careless crap we’ve heard in recent years, the deadly riot at the U.S. 
Capitol demonstrates what both sides in our national shouting match holler at each other: Words have consequences. What we 
put on-the-air ends up in-the-air. 
 
DHS is monitoring domestic threat chatter “fueled by false narratives;” and infers that January 6 emboldened wackos who walk 
among us. The FBI nabbed heavily armed Michiganders plotting to kidnap and assassinate their governor, because of pandemic 
protocols. As with foreign terrorists, THEY only need to get-it-right once, WE need to get-it-right every time. 
 
Post-9/11, a faceless enemy united us. On January 6, faces all-too-familiar demonstrated how divided we are. What happened 
in between? Among other things, overstatement in Talk media. As Michael Harrison puts it, “victory, at the expense of truth.” 
The virus doesn’t care about politics, but one side has demonized Dr. Fauci. 
 

Sometimes the right thing happens for the wrong reason. 
With billion-dollar-plus lawsuits, voting system companies have clammed-up some of the louder loudmouths’ “stolen election” 
malarkey. Should it take that? 
 
Yes, do ask callers “Do YOU feel comfortable that YOUR vote was counted?” And if they don’t, ask their suggestions for fixing 
what’s broken. Hard righties in Talk media AND Michael Moore preach the same solution: Get involved in the process. Got 
problems with what school kids are being taught? Run for School Committee. 
 
Solutions? What a concept. Otherwise, we risk abusing radio’s power of repetition by simply stoking resentment. What can they 
do with that narrative, other than freak-out? We’re all on this flight together.  Argue with the pilot when the plane has landed. 
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Hosts: Always-and-only announce the phone number 
immediately after posing the call-in proposition. 

Doing so will reduce off-topic calls…and callers who sound like the grandfather on “The Simpsons.”  He’s thrilled to have ANYONE 
to talk with, and the voice on the radio just invited him. 

This might be the most common mistake I hear on Talk Radio: 

1. Newscast ends… 

2. Over-produced intro often includes the phone number… 

3. If it doesn’t – or even if it does – the host then announces the call-in number (“…if you want to be a part of this 

extravaganza” as Sean says). 

4. Then Host Monologue ensues. He or she thinks-aloud until happening-upon the call-in proposition...often into the eventual 
spot break…out-of-which there may not be any callers lined-up yet…which makes the host sound lonely. 

 
TRY this – in this order, and you will LOVE – not like – LOVE the results. 

1. Make the-very-first-thing you say a question that includes “YOU” and/or “YOUR.” Both if possible. If you cannot distill how it 

will benefit the listener to keep-listening, you’re not ready. 

2. THEN, give out the call-in number…slowly enough for the prized first-time-caller to remember it. Think winning lottery number. 

3. THEN say hello. 

4. THEN offer your take; the purpose of which is to make the phone ring. Solicit overtly, i.e., “AM I wrong?” or (magic words) 
“How do YOU feel?” 

5. Repeat call-in number. 

THEN -- if you must -- THEN play the long, over-produced, self-amused show open…during which your screener might already be 
busy if you followed these dance steps. 
 

“Want Your Marketing Materials to Work Harder?” 
Subject line in Email from Staples.com 

The most successful radio advertising Sales people function as marketing consultants, recommending strategies and tactics which 
exploit our medium’s assets.  

As a Staples Rewards customer, I get marketing Emails that are a clinic in this “consultant sell” method. A recent one explained that 
“The best brochures, postcards and banners quickly convey why someone should choose your company over the competition. Here’s 
how to add oomph to your outreach:” 

• “Sell the payoff, not the product. Tell would-be customers how you’ll help them solve a problem or achieve a goal. If you can 
help them visualize a brighter tomorrow, they’ll move one step closer to becoming a customer.” 

• “Keep things simple when you talk about the benefits of working with your business. Instead of presenting every detail 
about your product or service, focus on results. Include just enough info to show how you can help.” 

• “Set your business apart. Chances are, potential customers are looking at your competitors too. Make the choice easier by 
clearly stating why you’re a cut above. Do you offer the fastest turnaround time, the most experience or a one-of-a-kind product? 
Not sure what to emphasize? Think about what customers say when they rave about you.” 

• “Outline a clear path. Every promotional piece you create should have a well-thought-out “call to action” that spells out the next 
step you’d like people to take. For example, you might ask prospects to visit your website, call for a free consultation or visit your 
store to claim a special offer or free gift. If you’re unsure which next step to promote, think about your current customers. How did 

most of them connect with your business when they first wanted to learn more?”   

http://staples.com/
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Radio has a 100-year head start. 
Trend accelerated by Pandemic: Migration from analog/real-time to digital/on-demand. 

Celebrities are flocking to podcasting. Take your advertisers there? 

  
 

“I really believe that voice and audio is the next frontier.” 
Paris Hilton, quoted in The New York Times 

Though “proto-influencer” Hilton rose to fame via visual media – some pornographic – she is among podcasting’s galaxy 

of stars. 

• “In the still-developing medium, they see wet clay, capable of being molded into an ideal vessel for long-form 
narrative journalism or fiction or game shows or musicals or memoir.” 

• Her “This Is Paris” is a partnership with iHeartMedia, “the radio giant that has become one of the largest distributors 
of podcasts, with more than 750 shows collecting more than 250 million downloads per month.” Among them, Bill 

Clinton’s “Why Am I Telling You This?” 

• The Times quotes iHeart Podcast Network President Conal Byrne: “Her power to recommend products to her fans 
that she believes in is just about unrivaled.” 

 
And a Vanity Fair article notes that, “during lockdown, news and comedy podcast listening spiked as people searched for 

both accurate political updates and distraction;” and predicts that, “after COVID, scripted content like children’s podcasts 
and Spanish-language programming will continue to rise.” 

 
Smart stations will craft and promote on-demand audio that features “how-to” tips from local advertisers, available on 
their and/or the station’s web sites, and with links posted on Social Media. Otherwise, some with do it without us. “BUT,” 

as we train reps to ask, “if we don’t tell our listeners about your podcast, how will they know about it?” 

 

  

Video this month at Holland.com: 

• Make Money With Endorsement Spots 
• Writing Results-Producing Radio Commercials 

Click “For Sales” at the top of the page at HollandCooke.com. No charge, no login, no spam, no kidding. 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/04/arts/paris-hilton-podcast.html
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SOUND BITES 
“Never go to a dealership again.” 
Vroom.com Super Bowl commercial. How can commercial copy you craft for dealers bust the caricature? Clue: “you.” 
 

“CBS Originals” 
How the legacy network is positioning its shows, in the era of Netflix, Amazon Prime, and other original streaming content. 
 

“You've heard us talk about never losing a listener. The best way, the most successful way we 

can achieve growth here is by integrating the product in the car.” 
SiriusXM CEO Jennifer Witz, announcing -- in a presentation by majority stakeholder Liberty Media – the satcaster is considering 
“a number of options” to retain listeners who did not subscribe after free trial periods, including a free ad-supported version. 
 

“The views, assumptions and opinions expressed by former U.S. Attorney, former attorney to the 
President of the United States and New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani, his guests and callers on 

the program are strictly their own, and do not necessarily represent the opinions, beliefs or 
policies of WABC Radio, its owner Red Apple Group and other WABC hosts or our advertisers.” 
Disclaimer WABC inserted, without warning the host, before Giuliani’s radio show.   
 

“They got to warn you about me?” 
Giuliani, taken-aback: “I would have thought they would have told me about that before just doing what they just did…rather 
insulting.” Giuliani is facing multi-billion-dollar lawsuits from voting machine makers Dominion Voting Systems and Smartmatic. 
 

“Fox News Media regularly considers programming changes and plans have been in place to 
launch new formats as appropriate post-election, including on Fox Business. This is part of those 
planned changes. A new 5PM program will be announced in the near future.” 
Fox News representative, quoted in The Los Angeles Times, after Fox Business News abruptly canceled Lou Dobbs’ daily show: 

“The cancellation comes a day after voting software company Smartmatic filed a $2.7-billion defamation suit against Fox News 
and three of its hosts — Dobbs, Maria Bartiromo and Jeanine Pirro. The company claims the hosts perpetuated lies and 
disinformation about Smartmatic’s role in the election, damaging its business and reputation.” 
 

“Just as Fox News eventually conceded that it was no longer ‘fair and balanced’ and dropped that 

slogan, it’s time for the network to admit it’s not a news channel and stop claiming to be so.” 
Variety editorial by Michael Schneider, noting that “You don’t refer to TLC as ‘The Learning Channel,’” and “Even A&E isn’t bold 
enough to claim that ‘Hoarders,’ ‘Parking Wars’ or ‘The First 48’ should be on a channel called ‘Arts & Entertainment.’ So why 
the ‘Fox News’ facade? Starting now, Fox News Channel should brand itself as ‘FNC.’” 
 

“Faced with aging and shrinking audiences, competition from newer technologies and financial 
problems for the biggest station owners, talk radio is in decline — both as a business and a 

political force.” 
Washington Post columnist Paul Farhi, noting – at the time -- that “Rush Limbaugh, the most successful talk-radio host in 
history, is ailing. And,” he reckons, “so is the medium he helped revolutionize over the past 30 years.” 
 

“Is this the end of the road for Talk?” 
Your consultant’s unhesitating reply, in several interviews following Limbaugh’s death: “HELL no!”   

Still, the Super-Serving Soreheads format has three problems going-forward: 

• Most Talk stations are AMs, which are challenged technically. 

• And demographically. Aging angry white guys is not a population growth cell. 

• Goodwill is sprouting all around us. New administration, new tone; and pandemic simpatico. And, at the same time... 

Like big-tech banning fake news, radio should avoid seeming to amplify those the FBI reckons are plotting "the next January 6." 

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/business/story/2021-02-05/fox-news-cancels-lou-dobbs-tonight
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“Talk radio consultant Holland Cooke remembers Limbaugh as the leader of the ‘the Talk Radio 
Revolution that repurposed AM radio when music moved to FM.’ But Limbaugh was ‘a mixed 

blessing,’ Cooke adds. ‘He demonstrated the convenience of syndicated programming to 
corporate owners cash-strapped post-consolidation. And radio became less-local just as digital 

competitors had begun diverting listening time and advertising dollars.’” 
Inside Radio 
 

“But used properly, he allowed local radio owners in small and medium markets to sound larger 
than their Arbitron ranking. He was the spectacular window display that got customers to come 
into the store. Rush's presence not only freed up the capital to pay for a local newsroom. He 

provided the reason to have one in the first place.” 
Paul L. Gleiser, President, KTBB FM/AM Tyler TX  
 

“I will not celebrate his death, but I will not feel sorry for it, either. The world is a better place 
without Rush Limbaugh in it.” 
Facebook post that got WAPL-FM/Appleton morning host Lee Nelson suspended.  

Nelson blamed Limbaugh for causing “damage to public discourse in America” and charged that his radio program was “steeped in 
bigotry, misogyny, hypocrisy, lies and malice.” 
 

“We hear so many loud and angry voices in America today whose sole goal seems to be to try to 
keep some people as paranoid as possible and the rest of us all torn up and upset with each 

other.” 
President Bill Clinton, following the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995. His denunciation of Talk Radio’s “promoters of paranoia” was 
widely construed as referring to Limbaugh. 

 

 

 


